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DEAR COMMUNITY,
This collection of letters, artwork and reflections is from 

teens in the Flathead Valley who have participated in 

CRYJ's Restorative Justice program. 

 

At CRYJ we are tasked with defining how to best support 

young people in moving forward when they have caused 

harm in the community.  We support teens  as they develop 

the ability to recognize how their decisions and behaviors 

can impact others.  

 

We believe in the power of accountability. We believe in the 

power of repair and reconciliation. 

 

At CRYJ we celebrate potential, and we believe that this 

collection of letters and artwork celebrates our community 

at it's best - as a group of people who aim to better 

understand each other. 

 

Together, we are:

EMPOWERING YOUTH & STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY.

With gratitude,

Team CRYJ

P.S. Identifiable information has been altered to protect confidentiality.



DEAR COMMUNITY,
 
I am participating in the CRYJ program because I 
want to own up and fix the mistakes I have made and 
learn from what I have done.  
 
What I did to get here was 100% my fault and my 
mistake and I am happy to own up to that! 
 
The situation that brought me to CRYJ has affected 
my family because it made my mama worry about me and 
my siblings didn’t know if I was okay or if I was 
ever coming home so it really triggered their 
feelings.  
 
When my family looks at me I think they see a role-
model or at least want to. I am the oldest of my 
siblings. I’m sure they definitely look up to me and 
I want them to look up to me. Not some of the 
choices I’ve made because I want them to succeed in 
life and be the best person they can be. 
 
A person in my family I admire and respect is my 
mama, even though she isn’t making such good choices 
she will always be my hero and I will always love 
and care about every single piece of her. 
 
My family - seeing how my choices and actions hurt 
them, I want to become a better person from this 
CRYJ experience and maybe they can learn or see from 
my mistakes that I know better and that’s what I 
want for my family - happiness.





DEAR COMMUNITY,
 
My name is D, I’m 15 years old. 
 
When I think about a community that I’m part of, I think of the world as a whole. I choose to think this way 
because I believe that the community isn’t just who you’re surrounded by, because we’re surrounded by everyone. 
Social media makes that possible and helps us stay connected. I like social media because there’s a lot of cool 
people in it that I wish I could meet. There’s a lot of times where I feel connected to this community, like just 
when I’m scrolling through Instagram and I see people from all different parts of the world, it’s super cool. 
 
I am participating in  CRYJ activity because I decided to drink alcohol and I got caught, and got an MIP (Minor In 
Possession). Although I believe that it was a really bad choice, I don’t wish to take it back. It has taught me a lot 
and I will learn from this bad decision.
 
What I think others in the community will think about this, is that I’m stupid, like why did I do it, and I don’t 
know why. I just did it and now I can't undo it. I want the other people in my community to think of me as a 
person, because I made a mistake and we all make mistakes. I just want to get over it, and I want others to get 
over it. It was a bad decision, but I don’t regret it, I’ve learned a lot from it and it will help me in the future. 
 
Things in this community that are most important to me is probably respect. I have a lot of respect for other 
people and when you do things to make me lose respect for you, it’s really hard for you to earn my respect back. 
One person in this community that I respect is my mom, she makes mistakes just like any other person would, but 
she tries to do the best for herself and others around her.
 
Since the offense I would like to respect my school more mostly, like not skip and not drink. I haven’t given 
any school enough respect for everything that they do for me. This community can help me by moving on and 
stop talking about it. I want to get over it and move on. I know I made a mistake, but I’m trying to make it 
better.
 
In conclusion, I do feel bad for doing what I did and I wish I could make it up to my community, and my mom 
for doing it, but it has helped me a lot and has taught me a lot, too, and for that I am very thankful. 
 
I just hope that in the future, I will make better decisions and I hope that I’ll start thinking more before I do 
things.



DEAR COMMUNITY,
 
My name is M. and I like my ability to change. 
 
I completed the CRYJ program and I will be moving forward after getting 
an MIP for underrage drinking. 
 
I was originally from a different state, which is a way worse community 
than the Flathead Valley. I prefer the community I’m in now for many 
reasons. For one I don’t have to worry if Im going to make it to school 
safely. Not only that, but we have CRYJ and nobody else does. So when us 
teens get in trouble we learn why it’s wrong and how to avoid it.  
 
When the community sees me, I think the community sees an intelligent 
teenage boy with a lot of potential that just got himself caught up in a 
string of bad decisions.
 
I participated in the CRYJ program because I was caught smoking weed in 
my truck by law enforcement. 
 
In the beginning, I thought it was unfair. But, now I know that it was for the 
best. I think it changed me for the better because I am still a minor and I 
had no reason to be doing any of that stuff. 
 
I am most proud of my family for how they handled this whole situation. I 
felt really connected to my mom because she was really there with me in 
the beginning when it was very difficult. It really shocked and hurt my 
parents and I’m sure they felt extremely ashamed. My sister was absolutely 
destroyed emotionally, but has recovered well and I am very proud of her.
 
I completed the CRYJ program and in the future I will make good decisions 
and better myself for the future. CRYJ helped me get recognized as who I 
want to be not by the things I’ve done. Now people see me as a good 
person instead of someone who just parties or whatever. So thanks to 
CRYJ, since my offense I haven’t even gone to a party or even drank.
 
I think this was the wake-up call that I really needed. In the event that I need 
help I believe I can turn to my parents to help me. I don’t want them to 
forget about this, but I really hope they can look past that because the 
past is the past and there’s nothing I can do to change that.

















All kids want is that one person to go home to and be there for you 
Just look at life through our eyes!

Put yourself in our shoes. Everything is different now!
Leave their personal opinion out of the classroom

Ask more!
Remember what it was like to be a teenager

Hear our story
Be open-hearted

Listen.
Be open-minded

Be more understanding and willing to work with us
Be open. hear US. work with US.

Don’t force your expectations on us

Teens, what advice would you give adults 
for interacting with teens?

WE ASKED...



Trustworthy  |  Talented  |  Mature!
As someone who wants to do good in the world!

As a person
Dependable

As a human that made a mistake
 and is fixing themselves and learning from it. We’re not broken.

We all make mistakes
Not defined by my actions
Able to communicate well

Intelligent  |  Responsible  |  Morally strong  |  Caring

Teens, how would you like adults in our community 
to see you?

WE ASKED...



Adults, What advice would you give to your teenage 
self if you could go back in time?

WE ASKED...
Make as many true friends as you can!  Be flexible, and follow your instincts!  Don’t lie.  

Be humble, be useful, and be compassionate.  Never say “I am bored”.  Life always 

works itself out, always.  It’s all about love.  Stay single until you’re 30!  Trust your 

instincts.  Shine from within!  Be yourself!  As hard as it is, try not to care what 

others think about you.  Weird is relative.  You’ll find your niche.  Let your interests, 

personality, and individuality shine.  There is only one you and the world needs you 

and what makes you YOU so we can all fit together.  Don’t be so hard on yourself!  Be 

kind and experience life to the fullest!  ”Be more open to mom and dad”  Enjoy this 

time. Don’t rush.  ...Breathe….  Spend more time with those you love, you never 

know how long you’ll have them.  Travel, skate more, build a half-pipe, always be 

different no matter what others think is cool.  You are everything you need to be!  

Your life is going to be amazing, Relax.  Travel the world.  Do the right thing.  ”Cope in 

proper ways, not with substances”.  ”Think BIG!”  Be smart with your money. Take 

that chance.  Go see the world.  Love yourself.  ...Slow down…  Enjoy these years!  You 

are gonna be okay, I promise!  It’s ok to not know what you want yet...  Make every 

minute count!  It doesn’t matter what they think.  Listen more to grandparent’s 

generation’s wisdom and history.  Re: All your self-conscious thoughts - 98% of them 

are unworthy of your time and energy.  Respect yourself.  Have faith in yourself.  Your 

problems are not as big as you think. Your reality will change when you get older. 

LOVE YOURSELF.  Life is tricky kid, stay in your magic.  Math is important.  Don’t worry 

about what others think, just be yourself, your true self!  Trust yourself and follow 

your dreams.  Be kind...always!  Don’t hide, shine bright.



-Don’t try to drink a whole six-pack of Mountain Dews in one night. You can’t do it.

-Your gifts are great! Be confident!

-Despite what you might think - it won’t last forever.

-Things will get MUCH better. And - go to the dentist often

-Try NOT to be a jackass

-Start flying at 16 instead of 18

-Think more about how you can serve others than yourself.

-Get a job early!

-Wear the bikini. Eat the ice cream. Kiss the boy.

-Just keep going - you’re on the right path

-Don’t be so shy. Make more friends.

-Don’t think twice...it’s alright. (Bob Dylan taught me that)

-Travel if you have opportunity

-A couple years from now it won’t matter what others thought of you. Don’t let that drive your choices now.-Learn 

what you love to do and do it!

-”Invest in Amazon”

-Don’t take yourself too seriously

-”No regrets”

-”Relax”

-Think more about other people than yourself

-Learn to play an instrument and take every opportunity to travel and explore!

-Enjoy where you are. Being older / having things different is not better. Bring your attention to now is all that is real.


